
Amaterasu-za Website Redesign
Competitive Analysis

While Amaterasu-za doesn’t have any direct competitors, so to speak, 

we can glean many insights from other non-profit organizations in 

theater and the arts to determine how they are attracting interest, what 

they are doing to continue providing content during COVID, and how 

they process sign-ups for their events.

Let’s take a look at what a few comparable organizations are doing with 

their websites’ information architecture, their calendars, and their social 

media accounts.



Tokyo International 
Players

Web & Social:

Much like Amaterasu-za provides Japanese-language 
performances in New York, TIP provides English-language 
performances in Tokyo.  

Strengths:  

• Visuals of what they do are front and center on the home 
page 

• The information on their site is comprehensive, clearly 
broken down, and easy to find 

• Social media links are extremely prominent 

• YouTube channel provides free pandemic offerings and 
showcases samples of the organization’s work 

Weaknesses: 

• Quality of visuals could be better 

• Accessibility issues 

• Donate CTA is a bit hidden



Seattle Children’s 
Theatre

Web & Social:

Another specialized, localized theater organization. 

Strengths:  

• Visual design reflects the audience 

• Photography on home page shows a glimpse of real 
performances and programming 

• Very clear filterable events calendar with details for each 
event and clear indication of the audience, the time, and 
the location including streaming status 

• Heavily used YouTube channel providing clips of offerings 
as well as freely available online content to keep 
engagement during the pandemic 

Weaknesses: 

• “BUY NOW” is a bit confusing but has a lot of real estate 

• Possible accessibility issues with color palette 

• Home page slider moves rather quickly, jarring and 
potentially triggering for users with disabilities



The Public 
Theatre

Web:

A larger organization, but arts organizations large and small are 
currently struggling with the same challenges: retaining 
audience engagement via their online platforms. 

Strengths:  

• Invasive donation CTA demands attention 

• Very clear information architecture 

• Featured section on the home page gives assurance that 
events are current and still happening 

• Calendar with clear, bookable events & their full details 

Weaknesses: 

• Site design is a bit disjointed, draws the eye a bit wildly



Lincoln Center At 
Home

Web:

Another larger organization, but arts organizations large and 
small are currently struggling with the same challenges: 
retaining audience engagement via their online platforms. 

Strengths:  

• Whole site branding changed to reflect online status during 
COVID 

• Very clear information architecture 

• Social media links are extremely prominent 

• Hashtag provided to encourage social engagement 

• Photography gives a glimpse into real performances 

Weaknesses: 

• A lot of real estate given to an attraction with little 
explanation



Nationale Opera 
Ballet

Social:

The national opera and ballet company of The Netherlands has 
an excellent Instagram presence. 

Takeaways:  

• Captivating photos 

• Excellent blend of onstage, rehearsal, and completely off 
stage photos gives a full picture of the organization 

• Includes not only photos but IGTV clips for an even clearer 
picture of offerings 

• Does a great job showing performers’ personalities, making 
typically elite-seeming opera and ballet appear very 
friendly, approachable, and accessible



Yokohama Theatre 
Group

Social:

An international theatre group based in Yokohama, Japan has a 
captivating Instagram. 

Takeaways:  

• Timely promotion of upcoming online events 

• Combination of serious performance photos and casual 
photos showing performers’ personalities exhibits offerings 
while making the organization seem fun and approachable



Cornish College of 
the Arts

Social:

Cornish College in Seattle, WA has found some great solutions 
to keeping their social media active and engaging despite the 
pandemic. 

Takeaways:  

• Throwback posts showcase real past projects while 
keeping the feed active at a time when performances aren’t 
happening regularly 

• “Share your art” feature provides content, gives added value 
to performers/contributors, and allows the audience to get 
to know the people involved in production



Key Takeaways
Web: 

• Captivating photography & video where possible 

• Easy-to-find information 

• Prominent donation CTA 

• Prominent social media links 

• Up-to-date calendar with booking capabilities 

• Online events very clearly indicated

Social: 

• Promote upcoming events on social media 

• Repurpose imagery from past performances to keep feed active and 

continue showcasing offerings 

• Offer snippets on YouTube or Instagram to entice participants 

• Collaborate with performers, participants, and contributors to 

promote each other and get more content 

• Showcase the organization’s personality


